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In order to cultivate talents more effectively in construction engineering and cultivate students’ critical thinking, creative thinking, high-level thinking, as well as students’ perseverance, learning ability, global competence, and responsibility, combined with the integrated stem education concept, this paper makes an in-depth study on the online teaching model of construction engineering course in PLS-SEM mode. This paper mainly discusses how to apply stem education concept in architectural engineering teaching through literature analysis and the design of architectural engineering teaching cases. Take the integrated stem education concept as the guiding ideology, design research as the methodological guidance, and learn from the research model of design research in the field of curriculum and teaching “formative research.” After the prototype of the teaching mode is put forward, with three rounds of iterative implementation and revision, a feasible and effective mathematics teaching mode in Engineering Higher Vocational Colleges under the concept of stem education (hereinafter referred to as "stem-HVE teaching mode") is finally obtained. It provides a new way for engineering teaching and opens a new chapter of integrated stem education in the field of engineering teaching.

1. Introduction

Stem is the abbreviation of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, as shown in Figure 1. The integrated stem education concept aims to place the core content of stem field in a real and attractive problem situation, adopt a problem-solving driven student-centered teaching method, support students’ learning of mathematics and/or science content, and help students acquire engineering design and/or technical means. At the same time, by emphasizing the integration between middle schools and disciplines in the process of displaying problem-solving, it helps students understand the close relationship between disciplines, experience the value of disciplines, and cultivate new skills in the 21st century, positive attitude towards stem disciplines, and enthusiasm for stem career [1]. Integrated stem education can help engineering higher vocational education achieve the goal of talent training. When applied to the discipline of construction engineering, the integrated stem education concept not only supports students’ learning of construction engineering, but also improves students’ learning attitude and promotes their understanding of construction engineering, to make education truly serve the engineering specialty. Under the new normal of China’s economy, the driving force of growth is changing from factor driven and investment driven to innovation driven. This transformation is in line with the development of economic, natural, and social laws and also reflects the country’s urgent demand for high-level human resources. To develop an innovative country and improve the level of human capital, education reform is the “first chess.” Only first-class education can have first-class talents and build a first-class country [2]. As a new direction of education reform in the 21st century, stem education has attracted extensive attention all over the world and is recognized as an effective way to enhance innovation and competitiveness.
2. Literature Review

Plessis A. and others believe that, with the continuous advancement of stem education, many educators in the world have recognized its teaching methods. Stem education should run through the whole learning stage of learners, carry out all-round training through formal in-school learning, and then polish it through informal out-of-school learning, so that mathematics, science, technology, and engineering are gradually integrated [3]. Plutynski A. and others said that, in the process of discipline integration, enterprises and business circles pay more attention to the practical ability of workers, while many theoretical knowledge and practical work are in contradiction. Therefore, in the view of integration, some scholars also issued a questionnaire, as shown in Table 1 [4]. Dewsbury and others believe that, in the integrated learning of stem education, more attention is paid to the connection between disciplines and knowledge. Through dynamic learning methods, learners can better master the application skills of acquiring abilities and skills in practice, apply the learned knowledge, alleviate the contradiction between theoretical knowledge and practical work in society, and further improve the application value of learning in society [2]. Jones and others said that, in the new era, structural equation model, namely, PLS-SEM, is an analysis method widely used in the field of statistics in recent years. It can flexibly deal with various complex variables and is widely used in statistics, economics, management, sociology, and other fields [5]. Woodford and others believe that, in order to widely apply it to the network education of current architecture courses, it should be modified to deal with the design of each section of architecture network courses flexibly [6]. Dolghan and Owen believe that, with the continuous promotion and application of SEM, the commonly used SEM software at present includes Amos, smartplis, LISREL, and so on. Most of LISREL and Amos use the maximum likelihood method to estimate the variables through estimation, which has high requirements. If the number to be counted is no more than 200, it is difficult to obtain a more stable solution. However, it is difficult to collect more than 200 kinds of variables in relevant fields, especially in the field of education. Therefore, it is difficult to ensure its stability by using the maximum likelihood method [7]. Verma A. and others believe that the model can be set through PLS-SEM through the least square method, which is different from other algorithms. This PLS-SEM model is easier to establish in the network teaching of architectural engineering courses [8]. Rodic and Rodic said that the online teaching of architectural engineering courses should have the education and learning contents of organization, tracking, evaluation, sending, and management, promote the interaction between learners and the network, and master various concepts and skills. In the process of continuous interaction, in the process of model design, it can be designed mainly through learning resource database, management system, content system, and general network [9]. Zhao et al. and others said that, in the process of practice, previous designs also exposed many problems, which hindered the effective development of construction engineering online education curriculum, lacked the cognition of practical teaching, and generally existed the educational concept of emphasizing theory and neglecting practice [10]. However, Hermans et al. and others said that, in the current era, all sectors of society pay more attention to learners’ practical ability in the process of employment. Many learners’ basic cultural level is relatively weak, and it is difficult to achieve effective practical effect if the teaching method is mainly lecture [11].

3. Method

3.1. Solutions to Research Problems

3.1.1. Principles of Stem Education. In stem education, education and teaching need to be closely connected with each other, cultivate learners’ further skills through integration, and teach learners the ability to solve practical problems through theoretical knowledge.
First, we should follow its interdisciplinary principle in education. From the perspective of stem, we should subdivide various disciplines, including the main educational disciplines, make reasonable planning, deeply study the correlated places between various disciplines, strengthen the links between disciplines, and strengthen learners’ learning effect and absorption ability. Stem represents the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, which are closely related to each other. In stem education, we should not only focus on a single discipline, but also emphasize the communication and connection between disciplines, to cross the boundaries between disciplines and cultivate learners’ ability of comprehensive thinking, so that learners can think from multiple angles to solve problems [12], as shown in Figure 2.

Second, the principle of interest should be followed. Stem’s new educational concept is an educational policy born in the new era, and in the new era, all sectors of society also put forward different requirements for the education industry. Many scholars believe that education in the new era should break the traditional constraints, strengthen learners’ learning motivation and enthusiasm through flexible and interesting education methods, stimulate learners’ sense of achievement, and let learners experience happiness in the learning process. Therefore, in the process of education, teachers should pay attention to integrating the concepts of various disciplines into different situations to stimulate learners’ skills and enable learners to have more initiative in the learning process [13].

Third, we should follow the principle of experience. In the process of education, stem education should actively cultivate learners’ practical ability and enable learners to participate in the learning process by means of hands-on and brain use. Learners should also skillfully use their theoretical knowledge to solve various problems, so that learners can skillfully use more skills in the process of practice, experience more learning and practice methods, and strengthen learners’ adaptability to various fields of society.

Fourth, the principle of cooperation should be followed. In stem education, in order to strengthen the learning effect in an all-round way, when designing teaching, teachers should emphasize the cultivation of the cooperative ability of learners, let learners help and inspire each other in the learning process, and build a learning community in a new era. At the same time, we can also strengthen the communication between teachers and experts through community, so that learners can actively participate in communication and discussion, and combine learning with the environment. In this way, learners can also collect learning materials in the community, ask more questions, and discuss with each other how to better complete learning tasks and strengthen learners’ cooperation, which will be of great help to their work and life in the future [14].

3.1.2. PLS-SEM Mode Architectural Engineering Course Design Scheme from the Perspective of Stem. In PLS-SEM mode, the course design of architectural engineering should follow the structural equation model, which is divided into measurement model and structural model. Since the measurement model represents the correlation between observation variables and latent variables, the measured model can also become an external model, while the structural model can also become an internal structure due to the correlation between internal variables [15]. During the establishment of external model, the relationship between each variable and potential variable should be observed, as shown in formulas (1) and (2):

\[
x = A_x^e \xi + \eta_x, \quad (1)
\]

\[
y = A_y^e \eta + \eta_y. \quad (2)
\]

The vector composed of exogenous indicators is set as \( x \), the vector composed of endogenous indicators is set as \( y \), the exogenous latent variable is set as \( \xi \), while the endogenous latent variable is set as \( \eta \). \( A_x^e \) is the factor load of exogenous indicators on exogenous latent variables, and \( A_y^e \) is also the factor load of endogenous indicators on endogenous latent variables. The relationship between exogenous indicators and endogenous variables can also be shown through the formula. At the same time, the relationship between endogenous indicators and endogenous variables can also be investigated. The nonerror between them can be expressed by \( \eta_x \) and \( \eta_y \). Therefore, the weight relationship equation between them can also be obtained, as shown in equations (3) and (4):

\[
\xi_1 = \sum_h w_{1h} x_{th}, \quad (3)
\]

\[
\eta = \sum_k w_{kh} y_{th}. \quad (4)
\]

\( w_{1h} \) is the \( h \)-th weight of the estimated latent variable \( \xi_1 \) and \( x_{th} \) is the \( h \)-th observation value of the estimated latent variable \( \xi_1 \). At the same time, the estimated variables can also be shown by the right equation, and the weight coefficients and weight observations between each other can also be expressed by \( \sum_k w_{kh} \), etc. The method adopted in this paper is based on in-depth study of architectural engineering design, combined with stem education concept and PLS-SEM, designed the online education course of architectural engineering through various design modes, and finally designed several education stages for the overall online learning course [16].
First, the participation stage: The design should adhere to the basic goal of stimulating learners’ enthusiasm and paying attention to improving learners’ participation. Teachers should give a certain degree of advance notice of the course content in the process of teaching, so that learners can preview before class, to produce the initial concept and understanding of the classroom teaching content and guide the learners through questions to explain their self-understanding of the course, to evaluate the learners’ understanding ability and design level. Learners should also strengthen their mastery of learning objectives and be familiar with the learning contents to a certain extent through review.

Second, the exploration stage: In the design of this stage, we should also pay attention to providing more opportunities for learners to build themselves, so that learners can build their own value system and understanding ability through the exploration stage, strengthen the training of practical ability, and let learners ask questions according to the problems generated in the process of practice and exploration. Teachers should also guide learners, so that learners have the desire to actively explore and ask questions, and provide learners with learning materials to guide learners to think further [17]. Teachers should establish the concept of modeling in teaching, put forward the guidance of various problems to learners, judge learners in the process of exploration, and then promote learners’ understanding of learning content and participate in class learning together through group data collection and brainstorming.

Third, the interpretation stage should be carried out. In the interpretation stage, learners should be given the ability to reflect. Teachers should also deeply modify and refine various knowledge in this stage. Learners should also actively use various concepts and do a good job in the production process of design scheme. Teachers take this opportunity to explain the principles of various theoretical knowledge to learners and let them master it. Among them, they should also pay attention to communication and exchange, let learners restate the summarized knowledge, let learners have in-depth communication and cooperation, promote the connection with each other, and let learners establish correct concepts through guidance [18].

Fourth, the engineering stage should also be combined with the design of PLS-SEM. It should focus on enabling learners to apply the knowledge they have learned in practical engineering examples and enable learners to grasp the practical application of various concepts and skills more deeply, focusing on cultivating learners’ practical ability. For example, the devices in the construction are used in the aspects of test and verification, construction principle, construction technology, etc., and the teaching concepts designed by teachers are restated to enable learners to learn in exploration, monitor and manage learners’ production process, and improve various design schemes [19].

Fifth, in the deepening stage, learners should strengthen their ability to apply various knowledge and skills and deepen learners’ application of various complex engineering concepts. At the same time, we should also strengthen learners’ knowledge understanding in the learning process. Teachers can provide learners with new material resources and let learners use what they have learned before and integrate into the new field of knowledge. It can not only strengthen the integration ability, but also give play to the characteristics of rich resources in online education, guide learners to further communicate and discuss, and then combine it with new situations to try and explore, so that learners can master more new technologies, new devices, and new methods. In the final evaluation stage, teachers need to test the learning effect of learners and promote teachers’ mastery of learners’ ability through the test work, to flexibly master targeted educational methods in the teaching process of the next stage, and strengthen the interaction between teachers and learners [20]. Through the feedback platform, learners can also feedback teachers’ opinions in the learning process or communicate with teachers’ deficiencies in the teaching process, so as to reduce the adverse phenomena that it was difficult for both sides to communicate effectively in the past and strengthen the effectiveness of construction engineering network education courses.

3.2. Integrated Stem Education Concept and Teaching Process.
Under the concept of integrated stem education, teachers play the role of organizer, guide, and helper in the biology teaching process of junior middle school. The flowchart is shown in Figure 3 [21]. Teachers’ work contents include the following:

1. Create engineering or scientific situations close to students’ personal experience
2. Explain the core concepts of biology and interdisciplinary concepts
3. Through situational analysis, questioning and inspiration, demonstration experiment, sharing information, providing examples, and other teaching supports, we can help students explore and practice and help students solve problems or complete projects and observe students’ performance and give performance evaluation
4. Listen to group communication and arrange intensive exercises according to the results of different groups
5. After solving the problem or completing the project, give a summary evaluation according to the results and performance of the group

As the explorer, builder, and finisher of stem project, students mainly work as follows:

1. Clarify the theme of interdisciplinary projects according to the engineering or scientific situation created by teachers
2. Construct the core concepts of biology and interdisciplinary concepts in combination with teachers’ lectures and materials consulted before class
3. After the division of labor is clear, the group will carry out orderly coordination and cooperation.
Jointly complete the practical exploration driven by the project or problem, including expressing the problem, summarizing the specific requirements, evaluating the scheme, and communicating the problem. This is a multiround and dynamic revision and improvement process. And finally solve the problem or complete the project.

The group will conduct intragroup and intergroup communication on the results obtained and complete the intensive exercises arranged by the teacher.

The teaching process includes five links: creating engineering or scientific situations and clarifying the theme; clarifying the core concepts of biology; team work to revise and improve repeatedly, solve problems, or complete projects; reporting results; intensive exercise. The key to the implementation of teaching process lies in the creation of engineering and scientific situations. Different ways of putting forward teaching topics will lead to different students’ enthusiasm and participation. Before integrated stem teaching, teachers must complete more detailed and sufficient preclass preparation than conventional teaching in order to ensure the smooth progress of teaching [22]. According to the stem interdisciplinary project design pattern, extract the preclass preparation that teachers need to complete, as shown in Figure 4.

Teaching analysis is mainly a detailed analysis of teaching objectives, interdisciplinary learning content in teaching, and learner characteristics from the perspective of integrated stem education concept [5]. The learning task design of integrated stem teaching with “project or problem” as the core mainly includes the design of tools and resources, learning support, activity process, and evaluation scale.

3.3. General Steps of Engineering Design Process. Using engineering practice or design as the realistic situation of integrated stem education, it is necessary for us to understand the steps that engineers generally experience when doing engineering design or practice, that is, the core of engineering practice: engineering design process [23]. The engineering design process is generally carried out in seven stages, as shown in Figure 5.

Stage 1: identify problems and constraints. When engineers face engineering tasks or projects, they first need to identify problems for three purposes: first, determine work objectives; second, analyze the views of stakeholders of the project and find ways to integrate them into the design; third, clarify all restrictions (such as objective or subjective constraints such as time and supply) and standards (the characteristics to be met by the final product, such as beauty and energy conservation) [24]. This step is very important. At this stage, each participant needs to reach a consensus on the design objectives and limits.

Stage 2: basic research. Facing a certain engineering task or project, the engineer will first do some background and basic research, to get the necessary information for drafting the preliminary design scheme. For example, understand the background knowledge and supplement the domain knowledge; investigate the previous work related to the design theme to avoid repeated work; be familiar with design evaluation standards; and even be familiar with rules, customs, laws, environmental problems caused by investigation, and design [25].
Stage 3: conceive. Engineers usually need to conceive several different solutions first and then further analyze them to get the optimal solution. “Creation” is the focus of this stage. In order to stimulate inspiration, engineers usually use “brainstorming.” This method is very effective in solving a specific problem and can produce a series of new high-quality ideas.

Stage 4: analyze ideas. At this stage, engineers will use mathematical and scientific knowledge and principles to refine and improve the scheme initially constructed in the previous stage and select the best feasible scheme according to customer needs and situational constraints. For example, establish mathematical models to predict the performance of different schemes. In this process, engineers will make extensive use of mathematics, comprehensively consider the conflict between standards and constraints, and critically evaluate and exchange the advantages and disadvantages of each design scheme. If there are problems in the analysis, the engineer needs to reflect and return to a previous stage.

Stage 5: build the prototype. After establishing the best design scheme, the engineer needs to construct a full-scale working model or sample. It should be noted that the products of the project are not always materialized. The goal of a project can be a new design process, scheme, etc.

Stage 6: test and refine. Engineers use technical means to empirically test and evaluate the prototype and establish a comprehensive evaluation file, including test conditions, observation results, etc. If there are problems in the test, the engineer needs to reflect and return to the previous stages.

Stage 7: communicate and reflect. The era of engineers working alone in a small attic has ended. Modern engineering design needs effective communication. There are at least four forms of communication: face-to-face, oral, visual, and written communication.

The above seven stages are a cyclic and iterative process, and iteration is an important feature of the engineering design process. Through this process, engineers gradually develop engineering thinking and the ability to analyze and solve problems by using mathematical tools and scientific knowledge.

4. Conclusion and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Method to Verify the Scheme. In course design, PLS-SEM is generally used to discuss the analysis method of the relationship between latent variable and manifest variable. In structural equation model, the relationship between variables is the most important to be analyzed. In curriculum design, learners’ satisfaction with class, course time, teachers’ teaching quality, and the rationality of curriculum design can be regarded as different variables and latent variables. According to the characteristics of these variables, in the process of classification and
integration, we should also clearly know the abstraction of the variables themselves. Many variables that are difficult to measure directly can only be estimated. However, the advantage of PLS-SEM is that it can carry out regression analysis between many variables where it is difficult to obtain accurate values and multiple dependent variables. When setting the regression path, it is calculated by analyzing each dependent variable separately. Although the measurement error is difficult to avoid, it can be assumed that there is no error in the independent variables, and the variables of the structural equation in the analysis process contain measurement error [26].

The least square path based on PLS-SEM can be constructed through new multivariate analysis technology, regression path, and modeling. The structural equation model also has two kinds of variables. We strive to build the model by taking the minimum variable value and then stabilize it through iterative parameters such as formulas (5) and (6):

\[ \eta = \pi_\eta y + \delta_\eta. \]  
\[ \xi = \pi_\xi x + \delta_\xi. \]

\( \eta \) and \( \xi \) are endogenous variable vectors, \( x \) and \( y \) represent the explicit variable vectors of endogenous and exogenous variables, \( \pi_\eta \) and \( \pi_\xi \) are coefficient matrices, and \( \delta_\eta \) and \( \delta_\xi \) are residual vectors. The reaction model is constructed, as shown in Figure 6. It also includes various variables such as \( x_{11} \).

In the network curriculum design of construction engineering, stem education should represent the way of curriculum organization, reduce the impact caused by the neglect of the relevance between various disciplines and subjects in traditional education, and let learners make adaptive groundwork for future work planning and career development, to help learners have a deeper understanding of the discipline. For example, in architecture curriculum, it can relate to psychological curriculum and artistic aesthetic curriculum. Through detailed curriculum arrangement and careful coordination plan, it can carry out common learning among various disciplines, which also requires teachers of various disciplines to negotiate and communicate together, to strive for the rationality and effectiveness of curriculum design and strengthen the learning effect of learners. In the process of integration, when integrating knowledge, teachers should focus on more complex or valuable problem situations and let learners understand and construct the knowledge system in the way of cooperation, to form the ability to use their own knowledge and skills to solve various problems in the current practical life and strengthen the application ability of knowledge, make full use of the relevance between the situation and the problem, and give full play to the effectiveness of the situation and learning. In addition, in the process of learning, we should also pay attention to the integration with life, which is also to build the main framework of learning for learners through lifestyle and further deepen that learner can solve various problems in life through knowledge. Through academic knowledge, the problems in life can be transformed, so that learners can experience the practical application of knowledge from life or work and strengthen their enthusiasm for learning.

4.2. Analysis of Students' Learning Experience. After the implementation of teaching activities, in order to understand the students' learning experience in this teaching activity, a questionnaire is adopted for investigation. A total of 10 questions were compiled around the three dimensions of learning interest, teaching design, and teaching implementation, including 3 learning interests, 3 teaching designs, and 4 teaching implementations. A total of 85 test papers were distributed, 85 were recovered, and 85 valid questionnaires were received, with a recovery rate of 100%.

4.2.1. Reliability Analysis of Questionnaire. Cronbach’s alpha is used to analyze the reliability of the three dimensions of teaching effect questionnaire, learning interest, teaching design, and teaching implementation. The reliability of each dimension is shown in Table 2.

According to the research, the reliability coefficients of the questionnaire are 0.782, 0.757, and 0.746, respectively, and the coefficients are between 0.7 and 0.8, indicating that the questionnaire has high reliability and can be studied.

4.2.2. Questionnaire Validity Analysis. This paper analyzes the questionnaire from three dimensions: learning interest, teaching design, and teaching implementation. Questions 1–3 are the investigation of learning interest, including practical ability, cooperation and exploration ability, and technical and cultural understanding.

As shown in Figure 7, the analysis and survey results show that, in the process of this teaching activity, more than 87% of students have high interest in learning this teaching activity and think that their practical ability can be greatly improved, and less than 13% of students are uncertain. However, more than 87% of the students said they were very satisfied with the teaching activity and 13% of the students maintained an uncertain attitude. Therefore, according to the overall teaching effect, the satisfaction is very high.

As shown in Figure 8, the survey results show that more than 88% of the students agree with this teaching activity and think that they have completed the teaching task perfectly in the activity, and their cooperation ability and independent inquiry ability have been improved to a certain extent. Only
12% of the students are uncertain about whether to acquire the ability. However, more than 88% of the students agree with the ability acquired in their activities, and 12% of the students maintain an uncertain attitude. Therefore, according to the overall teaching effect, the degree of recognition is very high.

As shown in Figure 9, the survey found that more than 90% of the students said that the teaching theme and activities made them full of interest in general technology courses, and less than 10% said that their interest in learning was average. The content of this teaching activity involves students’ understanding of folk traditional crafts. In the form of interview, students’ spare time is selected for investigation. It is found that they show great interest in traditional culture, which virtually gives good encouragement and recognition to the teaching and research at this stage. It shows that this teaching activity has a good effect on students’ in-depth understanding of technical culture and deepening their love of traditional culture.

Questions 4–6 mainly investigate the students’ recognition of this traditional folk culture teaching activity. According to the statistical results, it is found that the teaching theme content and learning objectives meet the students’ learning needs for general technology courses to a certain extent, and the students have a high degree of recognition, as shown in Figure 10, indicating that the teaching is relatively successful.

Questions 7–10 are a survey of the teaching implementation stage, including teachers’ explanation of cases, division of labor within the group, improvement of learning skills, and evaluation of self-learning and group cooperative learning. The students’ satisfaction with the teacher’s case explanation is shown in Figure 11. The survey results show...
that more than 85% of the students think that the teacher’s explanation of the case task is very clear in this teaching activity, and 15% of the students maintain an uncertain attitude. The students who think that the teacher’s explanation is clear account for 6/7 of the whole class, which shows that the teacher’s explanation of this teaching activity is relatively clear, but the teacher should communicate more with the students after class to understand the real ideas of the students.

5. Conclusion

Through the integrated teaching of stem, the construction engineering network education course built in PLS-SEM mode has the mechanism of teaching content display, teaching material expansion, self-test, learning and communication among students, feedback, and evaluation. Students can complete various learning tasks through online education, which is more effective than the systematic learning in the classroom of colleges and universities. They can also learn regardless of time and place, providing more possibilities for learning. This learning method can also fully improve learners’ initiative. Through the learning of network platform, students can break the limitations of traditional learning process and make use of diversified network forms and the integration of educational resources. It reduces the bottleneck of education and learning caused by the lack of teachers in the past curriculum teaching, liberates learners from single and monotonous learning, and further improves learners’ acceptance and curriculum communication in the learning process. And adopt diversified and multidisciplinary integration to study, strengthen the personalization of the classroom, create a richer learning atmosphere and classroom atmosphere for learners, and strengthen learners’ love and participation in the construction engineering course. In addition, in the learning process, it also plays a role in the integration and classification of educational resources by designing the curriculum into different stages. In this way, it improves learners’ initiative, cultivates their abilities of independent exploration, independent research, cooperation, and communication, gives full play to the advantages and value of online education, promotes the deepening development of stem education model in China, and improves the effectiveness of education curriculum.
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